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Abstract: This paper with the title: Rhetoric The glimpses of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze aim to focus attention on some of the basic glimpse of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze in terms of communication and beauty, it identify some of Rhetorical beauties Arabic Grammar. Division of Arabic Grammar, Division of Rhetoric and its purpose the paper falls into parts. The first part, deal with the general terms follow by connection between rhetoric and Arabic Grammar, then ended with the impact of Some glimpse of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper with the title: The glimpse of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze aim to focus attention on some of the basic glimpse of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze in terms of communication and beauty, by identifying the Effect of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze as a Stanza using the analytical process guide by the scholars of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar. Hoping Allah in his infinite mercy guide us through Ameen.

Definition of Teams
Arabic grammar or Arabic language Sciences (Arabic: علم اللغة العربية an-nahw al-‘arabi or Arabic: علوم اللغة العربية ulūm al-lughah al-‘arabiyah) is the grammar of the Arabic language. Arabic is a Semitic language and its grammar has many similarities with the grammar of other Semitic languages.

Division of Arabic Grammar
For classical Arabic grammarians, the grammatical sciences are divided into five branches:

- al-lughah (language/lexicon) concerned with collecting and explaining vocabulary.
- at-tasrīf (morphology) determining the form of the individual words.
- an-nahw (syntax) primarily concerned with inflection (i'rāb).
- al-istiqaq (derivation) examining the origin of the words.
- al-balāghah (rhetoric) which elucidates stylistic quality, or eloquence.

The grammar or grammars of contemporary varieties of Arabic are a different question. Said M. Badawi, an expert on Arabic grammar, divided Arabic grammar into five different types based on the speaker's level of literacy and the degree to which the speaker deviated from Classical Arabic. Badawi's five types of grammar from the most colloquial to the most formal are Illiterate Spoken Arabic (عَامِِّيَّة اَلُْْمِِّيِِّين 'āmmīyat al-ummiyyīn), Semi-literate Spoken Arabic (عَامِِّيَّة الأَلْبَيْنَّ 'āmmīyat al-ummiyyīn),
Rhetoric is described as the art of discourse and is therefore crucial for writers or speakers to communicate effectively and engagingly with their audience. Rhetoric is the art of persuasion in writing or speaking. Rhetoric is important because, for our writing or speaking to be effective, it must be persuasive. Rhetoric describes as intellectual and good speaking. Rhetoric is describe as a good communication don for a purposes. In another meaning of Rhetoric is described as the art of discourse and is therefore crucial for writers or speakers to communicate effectively and engagingly with their audience. The importance of the discipline is reflected in the theoretical works that it has continued to stimulate since the Ancient Greeks and the publication of Aristotle's Rhetoric. Although nowadays the discipline has lost its prominence in high school and university curricula it once enjoyed, the use of the right rhetorical strategies is fundamental for authors to reach their goal of persuading those who are reading or listening that the arguments put forward make sense. Although the primary domain of rhetoric is obviously politics, every speech or writing act could be defined as rhetorical as it attempts to convey a particular meaning to a particular audience.

Division of Rhetoric

1- Rhetorical Appeals

Because the advertisement gives you clear numbers and cites an important source that has an authority over such figures, it helps in the persuasion process. Rhetorical appeals are some of the most important tools used in persuasion.

2- Rhetorical Triangle Speaker Audience And Situation

The Rhetorical Triangle: Subject, Audience, Speaker's Persona. Subject: the writer or speaker evaluates what he or she knows already and needs to know, investigates perspectives, and determines kinds of evidence or proofs that seem most useful.

3- Exigence rhetorical situations

In rhetoric, exigence is an issue, problem, or situation that causes or prompts someone to write or speak. ... "In every rhetorical situation," said Bitzer, "there will be at least one controlling exigence which functions as the organizing principle: it specifies the audience to be addressed and the change to be affected." Apr 9, 2018.

The purpose of Rhetoric

Every author has a purpose for writing—even if that purpose is to simply fulfill a writing assignment. A rhetorical purpose seeks to do a bit more; it seeks to persuade an audience, seeks to manipulate the way that audience thinks about the given subject.

Affect, as a term of rhetoric, is the responsive, emotional feeling that precedes cognition. Affect differs from pathos as described by Aristotle as one of the modes of proof and pathos as described by Jasinski as an emotional appeal because it is “the response we have to things before we label that response with feelings or emotions.

In further exploring this term, scholars recognized affect’s rhetorical role in literature, photography, marketing and memory. In 2012, Rogers described how author W. E. B. Du Bois used the structure of his work, The Souls of Black Folk, to affect his audience into feeling shame. In 2016, Brunner and Deluca proposed the term affective winds to describe “the force of images that moves people to engage and interact by exploring the affective potency of visual arguments. Affective winds were part of the rhetorical persuasiveness of images shared through social media. In a different sense, Harold described how the Target Corporation’s advertising used aura and affect to democratize the appearance of some products. Affect has also been identified as a conduit through which rhetorical memories can be internalized.
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The connection between rhetoric and Arabic Grammar

The relationship between rhetoric and Grammar or knowledge is an old and interesting philosophical problem, partly because of our different assumptions on the nature of knowledge. But it is fairly clear that while knowledge is primarily concerned with what is commonly known as "truth", rhetoric is primarily concerned with statements and their effects on the audience. The word "rhetoric" may also refer to "empty speak", which reflects indifference to truth, and in this sense rhetoric is adversarial to knowledge.

Glimpse and Phenomenon of Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar in the Hadith of Turmuze

Allahum zal hablil shaded, wal amrur rashidi, as aluka yawmal waiadi, wal jannata yaumal khuludi, ma’al muqarrabinal shuhudi, al-rukkai sujidi, al-mufina bil uhudi, innaka rahimul wadudi, wa anta tafalu ma turidi, allahumma ja alna muhtadatina

The ward muqarrabinal glimpse of Arabic Grammar fall in the siyaq of muzakkari salim in the place of mudaful ilaahi, this is musthaq from masdar: “qarraba, yuqarribu, taqarruba” and ismul maful of the ward is “muqarrabu” his plural Al-muqarrabuna rafan, and muqarrabeena nasban, wa jarran, the affect is kassarah inset of qillq, as he was joint with bi “Al” al jinsiyya to connect all muqarrabeena to ALLAH from malaikah and all that amila amalan salihan min saqalain, aljinsi wal insee.

Lat take a look at the second ward from the Hadith ALMUFINA plural of muzakkari salim in term of jarri follow by muqarrabeena befor him. The affect and glimpse is kasara because it describes the ward after it “ALMUQARRABEENA”.

The third ward is “HADEENA” from plural of muzakkari salim is ismun mansubun bil ya’l its comes nakiratun amma sabaqat min gayriha. And the ward was drive from masdar “hada, yahde, hayatan or hadyan” and his ismul faili is HADEE or HADIN and the plural is MUHTADUNA, rafan wa MUHTADEENA nasban wa jarran.

The last ward from the Hadith in the glimpse of Arabic Grammar is MUHTADEENA it was driven from the ward ihtada, yahtade, and ihtida’an, his ismul faili is muhtadee or muhtaden, the plural is MUHTADUNA raf’an wa MUHTADEENA nasban wa jarran.

The Glimpse and Phenomenon of rhetoric in the Hadith

Allahum zal hablil shaded, wa amrur rashidi,as aluka yawmal waiadi, wal jannata yaumal khuludi, ma’al muqarrabinal shuhudi, al-rukkai sujidi, al-mufina bil uhudi, innaka rahimul wadudi, wa anta tafalu ma turidi, allahumma ja alna muhtadatina......

The Hadith has some rhetorical beauties as follows:

Muhassanatul lafziyya: this is a situation where the rhetoric glimpse in a ward if the is good the sentence will follow called rhetorical triangle Speaker audience and situation.

Among the Muhassanatul lafziyya are: ASSAJAU means stanza in the end of each sentence whate the same alphabet like “D” the rhetoric affect in the Hadith as followed:

Allahum zal hablil shaded, wa amrur rashidi, as aluka yawmal waiadi, wa jannata yaumal khuludi, ma’al muqarrabinal shuhudi, al-rukkai sujidi, al-mufina bil uhudi, innaka rahimul wadudi, wa anta tafalu ma turidi, the above
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sentences in the Hadith all ended with the alphabet “D” as a Stanza and rhetorical glimpse in the Hadith of Turmuzi starting from shaded, rashidi, waiadi, khuludi, shuhudi, sujudi, uhudi, wadudi, and turidi, the above Stanza is what we call SAJAU as one of the rhetoric glimpse and effect in a sentence which give more meaning to the Hadith. Rhetoric include: speeches often use rhetoric to evoke emotional responses in the audience.

CONCLUSION

This paper has tried to trace and evaluate some of the Rhetoric and Arabic Grammar glimpse by using the available information. It has also tried to highlight the need for rhetoric in our speeches especially the role, impact affect and importance of rhetoric. It then look at the current realities the Hadith of Turmuzi has some of the glimpse and analyze some of them steps by steps beginning with Arabic Grammar and end with Rhetorical glimpse. we need to be charted for the future and betterment for good communication as treated.
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